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ABSTRACT
Molecular attachment chemistry is emerging as an important
approach to tailor the chemical, physical, and mechanical proper-
ties of silicon surfaces, as well as to incorporate organic functions
into silicon-based devices for various technological needs. The
chemical bonding and reactivity of various organic molecules on
Si(111)-7 × 7 were systematically studied using XPS, HREELS, TPD,
UPS, STM, and DFT calculations. The spatial arrangements and
unique electronic properties of reactive adatoms and rest atoms
on the surface offer rich attachment chemistry for organic func-
tionalities. Investigations demonstrated that organic molecules can
be chemically bound to Si(111)-7 × 7 through several reaction
pathways, including [4 + 2]- and [2 + 2]-like additions, dative
bonding, and dissociative reaction. This Account reviews the recent
progress and current understanding of reactivity, selectivity, and
mechanisms of organic molecules on Si(111)-7 × 7.

Introduction
In recent decades, microelectronics has grown into the
heart of modern industries, driving almost all of the
technologies of today. Silicon, the most technologically
important material, plays ubiquitous and unreplaceable
roles in the development of microelectronic computing,
micro- and optoelectronic devices, microelectromechani-
cal machines, three-dimensional memory chips, and
sensitive silicon-based nano- or biological sensors. Studies
on silicon-based devices and surface chemistry have
received explosive attention.1-6

One important motivation for exploring the silicon
surface chemistry is to fine tune the electronic properties
of silicon surfaces. Attaching molecules onto surfaces
enables us to have the necessary control over the electron-
transfer efficiency through interfaces.7,8 It provides a
versatile and reproducible way to tailor the electronic
properties of semiconductor surfaces in a controllable
manner.9,10 Another driving force is to incorporate organic
molecular properties, such as size and shape effects,
absorption spectrum, flexibility, conductivity, chemical

affinity, chirality, and molecular recognition into existing
silicon-based devices and developing biomedical sensors.3

Si(100) and Si(111)-7 × 7 are the two most important
and well-understood crystallized silicon surfaces. In a 2
× 1 reconstructed surface of Si(100), adjacent Si atoms
pair into dimers. The bonding within a surface dimer can
be described in terms of a σ bond coupled with a weak π
bond, analogous to the well-known CdC bond in organic
chemistry. Systematic investigations showed that unsatur-
ated organic molecules can be bonded to this surface
through pericyclic additions, dissociative reactions, and
other mechanisms.3-6

Si(111)-7 × 7 is formed through a 7 × 7 reconstruction
involving a layer-by-layer construction on a base layer
with 49 silicon atoms of a (111) surface, reducing the
number of 3-coordinated Si atoms from 49 to 19 in each
unit cell. This construction is schematically represented
in Figure 1a. As shown in the adatom layer (Figure 1a4),
adatoms are these atoms in the topmost layer and have
dangling bonds protruding upward. Rest atoms are the
six 3-coorindated Si atoms in the rest atom layer (labeled
with red circles in Figure 1a3). A total of 12 adatoms, 6
rest atoms, and 1 corner atom accounts for the 19 dangling
bonds for each unit cell.11a The detailed structure of
Si(111)-7 × 7 was described by Takayanagi et al.11b Figure
1b is the top view of Si(111)-7 × 7, showing the adatom,
rest atom, and dimer layers.

The 19 dangling bonds are located at 7 spatially
inequivalent types of Si atoms, namely, corner and center
adatoms on both faulted and unfaulted halves, faulted and
unfaulted rest atoms, and the corner-hole atom. Upon
reconstruction, each rest atom or corner has a formal
charge of -1, while each adatom has an electron oc-
cupancy of only 5/12, leading to a formal charge of
approximately +7/12.12 Furthermore, each center adatom
has two neighboring rest atoms, but only one for each
corner adatom. The amount of charge transferred from a
center adatom to the rest atom is roughly twice as much
as that from a corner adatom. Consequently, the corner
adatom has a higher electron density of occupied states
than the center adatom, implying their different reactivi-
ties. The inherent differences in the electron structure
among these atoms are readily distinguishable in STM
images (parts c and d of Figure 1).

It is evident that this surface provides a number of
spatially and electronically inequivalent reactive sites.
Because of the large difference in electron density among
surface atoms containing dangling bonds, an adatom
coupled with one adjacent rest atom can act as a strong
dipole, making addition reactions of alkenes with Si(111)-7
× 7 possible, similar to the polar additions of unsaturated
organic molecules with Si(100).4-6,13 For convenience, the
reaction involving one CdC bond is termed as [2 + 2]-like
addition. Similarly, it is called [4 + 2]-like addition if a
conjugated diene participates.
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Because of the existence of multiple reactive sites,
Si(111)-7 × 7 is expected to display diversities of reaction
mechanisms for different organic molecules. To obtain
new insight into a wide range of surface organic reactions,
our group has concentrated on investigating the attach-
ment chemistry of organic molecules on Si(111)-7 × 7 in
the last several years.14 From the viewpoint of surface
chemistry research, we made efforts to elucidate the
nature of chemisorption of organic molecules on this
surface. For practical application in fine-tuning chemical,
physical, and electronic properties of silicon surfaces, we
were interested in exploring new approaches to create
various well-defined organic/silicon interfaces for further
fabricating organic molecular architectures.

The studies were carried out using various experi-
mental techniques15 and theoretical approaches. High-
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) is

the main technique used to characterize the vibrational
signatures of adsorbed molecules on Si(111)-7 × 7. The
core levels and valence band structures of the organic
layer on this surface were studied using X-ray/ultra-violet
photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS and UPS). Binding sites
were investigated with scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM). Density functional theory (DFT) was commanded
to calculate the binding energies and predict the con-
figurations of molecules chemisorbed on Si(111)-7 × 7.
This review focuses on the latest understanding of the
reactivity and selectivity of various organic molecules on
Si(111)-7 × 7.

[2 + 2]-like Addition Chemistry
In organic chemistry, CdC, CtC, and CtN are three of
the basic units for building organic molecules. The early
studies implied that Si(111)-7 × 7 displays a high reactivity
for ethylene16a and acetylene.16b Subsequent investigations
proved that the adjacent adatom-rest-atom pair of
Si(111)-7 × 7 can act as a di-radical to react with ethylene
and acetylene to form two SisC σ bonds.17,18 The covalent
binding and thermal decomposition of some CN-contain-
ing molecules were also studied.14a,19 Being one prototype
of organic molecules containing polarized unsaturated
functionality, acetonitrile is chosen as an example to
illustrate the binding mechanism.14a

Figure 2 presents the HREELS spectra of physisorbed
and chemisorbed CH3CN and CD3CN on Si(111)-7 × 7.
Compared to physisorbed CH3CN (Figure 2a), the vibra-
tional feature of νCtN around 2232 cm-1 is absent in the
chemisorbed acetonitrile. In addition, a shoulder appears
around 1550-1700 cm-1, which is close to the vibrational
peak of CH3 bending and attributable to the stretching
mode of the CdN bond in chemisorbed molecules. The
assignment of νCdN was further confirmed in the study of

FIGURE 1. (a) Representation of layer-by-layer construction of the
Si(111)-7 × 7 structure. (a1) Base layer, (1 × 1) unstructured surface.
(a2) Dimer layer, the bottom layer of the reconstructed double layer.
(a3) Rest-atom layer, the second layer of the reconstructed double
layer. (a4) Adatom layer. More details are in ref 11a. (b) Top view of
the 3D structure of the Si(111)-7 × 7 unit cell. (c) and (d) STM image
of unoccupied and occupied states of Si(111)-7 × 7, respectively.
Pink triangular box represents a half unit cell.

FIGURE 2. Vibrational features of adsorbed CH3CN or CD3CN on
Si(111)-7 × 7. (a) and (b) are the physisorbed and chemisorbed
CH3CN, respectively. (c) and (d) are the physisorbed and chemi-
sorbed CD3CN, respectively.
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CD3CN by the well-resolved peak at ∼1658 cm-1 (Figure
2d). On the other hand, the C 1s and N 1s core levels of
the CN group downshift respectively by 2.2 and 1.3 eV,
suggesting their direct participation in chemical binding.
Thus, both the vibrational and electronic evidences dem-
onstrate that acetonitrile is covalently attached to Si(111)-7
× 7 with both SisC and SisN covalent bonds via a [2 +
2]-like addition.

On the basis of the polarization of the CtN group, the
configuration with N atom binding to an adatom and the
C atom to an adjacent rest atom seems to be favorable.
DFT calculations indeed showed that the reversed binding
order (N atom to a rest atom) is thermodynamically
preferred, minimizing the steric repulsion.

A similar [2 + 2]-like addition mechanism was also
found for cyclohexene14b and some unconjugated dienes20

on Si(111)-7 × 7. For 1,7-octadiene, because of its large
molecular size and two available unconjugated CdC
bonds, it forms four σ bonds with two neighboring
adjacent adatom-rest-atom pairs via two [2 + 2]-like
additions.20 In Figure 3b, A, B, and C are three possible
modes for this tetra-σ adduct. Similar binding involving
more than one adjacent adatom-rest-atom pairs was also

observed for chemisorbed 1,6-heptadiene and other dienes
on this surface by STM.20 Figure 3c represents four
configurations of 1,6-heptadiene covalently bonded to two
adatom-rest-atom pairs of Si(111)-7 × 7 revealed with
STM.

[4 + 2]-like Chemical Binding of Nonaromatic
Molecules
On the basis of the [2 + 2]-like addition mechanism of
acetonitrile,14a acetylene,18 and ethylene17 on Si(111)-7 ×
7, molecules containing conjugated diene-like func-
tionalities possibly bond to this surface through a [2 +
2]-like and/or [4 + 2]-like addition. Acrylonitrile, a typical
heteroatomic conjugated diene, was considered as a
model to demonstrate the reactivity and selectivity of
multifunctional nonaromatic molecules on Si(111)-7 ×
7.14d It may possibly bind to Si(111)-7 × 7 with CdC or
CtN through [2 + 2]-like addition or CdCsCtN via [4 +
2]-addition.

Figure 4 shows the vibrational features of acrylonitrile-
2-d1 on Si(111)-7 × 7. The C3sH stretching peak shifts
from 3101 and 3002 cm-1 for physisorbed molecules to
2935 cm-1 for the chemisorbed state, demonstrating the
rehybridization of the C3 atom from sp2 to sp3. Another
major change is the appearance of a new peak at 2028
cm-1 upon chemisorption, ascribed to the characteristic
vibration of a C2dC1dN skeleton.21 These vibrational
signatures lead to the conclusion that acrylonitrile co-
valently bonds to an adjacent adatom-rest-atom pair via
the [4 + 2]-like addition, further confirmed by XPS and
UPS studies.

The energies of possible chemisorbed configurations
were calculated using SPARTAN at the DFT theory level
of pBP86/DN** (comparable 6-31 G**).22 As shown in the
bottom-left panel of Figure 5, Cluster II (Si30H28) was cut
from the central part of MMFF94-optimized Cluster I
containing 973 atoms. A further reduction in size gives
Cluster III (Si9H12), serving as the mother cluster for the
DFT calculation. Calculation results showed that the [4 +
2]-like adduct is the most stable product, where the N and
C3 atoms are linked to the adjacent adatom and rest-atom
pair, respectively, forming a H3C3sC2HdC1dNH-like struc-
ture.

The selective binding of acrylonitrile can be rationalized
with the combined effects of electronic properties and
geometries of the participating organic functionality and
surface reactive sites. As was well-documented, the reac-
tive sticking probabilities of cyclopentene on Si(100)
(1.0),23 Ge(100) (0.1),23 and C(100) (0.001),24 closely cor-
relate with the extent of surface dimer buckling. The
dimers on Si(100) and Ge(100) were experimentally and
theoretically shown to be buckled. 25a-c However, no
buckled dimers are present on C(100).25b,c The electron
transfer from the “down” atom to the “up” atom of a
dimer results in the polarization of SidSi and GedGe
dimers, making the buckled-down atom electrophilic and
buckled-up atom nucleophilic.23,25a-c These analyses dem-
onstrate that the polarization of surface sites significantly

FIGURE 3. (a) Arrangement and separation of reactive adatoms,
rest atoms, and corner holes in a Si(111)-7 × 7 unit cell. (b) Three
modes (A, B, and C) of two adjacent neighboring adatom-rest-
atom pairs in a unit cell. (c) Representation of four binding
configurations of 1,6-heptadiene on Si(111)-7 × 7 revealed by
STM.20
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enhances its reactivity with the CdC group of organic
molecules.24

A similar approach may also be employed to under-
stand the selectivity of reaction channels for acrylonitrile

on Si(111)-7 × 7. Among the three reactive groups
including C3dC2, C1tN, and C3dC2sC1tN, the larger po-
larity of C1tN or C3dC2sC1tN makes it both electrophilic
and nucleophilic. Thus, a lower transition state is expected

FIGURE 4. Vibrational features of physisorbed (a) and chemisorbed (b) acrylonitrile-2-d1 on Si(111)-7 × 7. The right panel is the reaction
scheme between acrylonitrile and this surface.

FIGURE 5. Clusters used for calculation of organic molecules chemisorbed on Si(111)-7 × 7.
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for the addition between the polar C3dC2sC1tN or
C1tN and the neighboring adatom-rest-atom pair.
On the other hand, the geometrical matching between
the adjacent adatom-rest-atom pair and the dimen-
sion of the reactive group may also have a significant
influence on the competition and selectivity of differ-
ent reaction channels. The (Si)C3sC2(Si) or (Si)C1dN(Si)
distance in the possible [2 + 2]-like adduct is ob-
viously smaller than the separation of 4.5 Å between an
adatom and its adjacent rest atom, thereby resulting in a
large strain in its product. However, the dimension of

(Si)C3H2sC2HdC1dN(Si) of the [4 + 2]-like adduct matches
well with the surface reactive sites. This understanding is
consistent with the preferred [4 + 2]-like addition from
both experimental evidences and DFT calculations. Be-
cause of the small difference in adsorption energies, the
issue related to two possible configurations of the [4 +
2]-like adduct corresponding to the nitrogen atom termi-
nated either at an adatom or at a rest atom still remains
open. A similar reaction mechanism was also demon-
strated for 1,3-cyclohexadiene14b and 1,3-butadiene26 on
Si(111)-7 × 7.

FIGURE 6. Physisorbed (a) and chemisorbed (b) thiophene-2,5-d2 on Si(111)-7 × 7. (c) STM images (∼160 × 160 Å, Vs ) 1.7 V) of chemisorbed
thiophene on Si(111)-7 × 7. (d) Reaction scheme of thiophene on Si(111)-7 × 7.

FIGURE 7. TPD spectra of furan (m/z ) 68) as a function of the furan exposure at 300 K (a) and at 110 K (b).
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[4 + 2]-like Addition Scheme for Aromatic
Molecules
The attachment chemistry of benzene on Si(111)-7 × 7
has been extensively studied. The earlier work sug-
gested adsorption via a π interaction.27 However, re-
cent investigations using HREELS with a higher reso-
lution14e and DFT calculations26 demonstrated a covalent
di-σ-binding mode through a [4 + 2]-like addition strategy.
This was further confirmed in other aromatic systems
including thiophene, furan, and chlorobenzene.14f-h In this
Account, the binding of thiophene to Si(111)-7 × 7 is
chosen to exemplify the covalent attachment of aromatic
molecules.14f

In Figure 6, the vibrational loss at 2324 cm-1 associated
with the (sp2) C2,5sD stretching mode of physisorbed
thiophene-2,5-d2 is seen to downshift to 2193 cm-1

assigned to the (sp3) CsD stretching in chemisorbed
molecules. Such a shift was not detected for (sp2) C3,4sH
stretching, showing that both C3 and C4 maintain sp2

hybridization upon chemisorption. Thus, these experi-
mental observations provide clear evidences for the
involvement of the C2 and C5 atoms of thiophene in the
bond formation with Si(111)-7 × 7.

Statistical counting of STM images at low coverage
indicates that the reactivity of center adatoms is about 2
times that of the corner adatoms, and the reaction prefers
the adatoms in faulted subunits over those in unfaulted
halves with a ratio of 2.4:1. The saturation coverage of
chemisorbed thiophene (defined as the ratio between the
reacted adatoms and the total Si atoms, 49 at the base
layer) (Figure 6c) was estimated to be about 0.13 mono-
layer at room temperature, giving an average of 6 adatoms
per unit cell participating in the reaction with thiophene.
Furthermore, the equal number (6) of reacted adatoms
to rest atoms per unit cell strongly suggests that one
thiophene molecule binds to one adjacent adatom-rest-
atom pair.

These experimental findings unambiguously showed
that the adjacent adatom and rest atom can serve as a
di-radical for the [4 + 2]-like addition with thiophene,
forming a 2,5-dihydrothiophene-like structure (Figure 6d).
A similar binding mode was also found for chemisorbed
chlorobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7.14g

Dangling-Bond-Mediated Dimerization of Furan
Experimental and theoretical studies suggested that the
Si dangling bonds of adjacent adatom-rest-atom pairs can
be viewed as reactive “di-radicals” in the surface attach-
ment of aromatics to form SisC σ bonds.14e-g On the other

FIGURE 8. Vibrational spectra obtained after exposing 1.20 L of
furan to Si(111)-7 × 7 (a) at 300 K, (b) at 110 K, (c) after annealing
the sample from b to 300 K, and (d) after annealing the sample from
b to 360 K.

FIGURE 9. Scheme of reaction mechanisms for furan on Si(111)-7 × 7 to form the [4 + 2]-like adduct and dimerized furan complex.
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hand, organic radical-based CsC bond formation in
solution is highly selective in enantioselective synthe-
sis28 and the preparation of controlled macromolecular
architectures.29 Therefore, it is of significant interest to
investigate whether this radical-based CsC coupling is
feasible on silicon surfaces in association with the radical
behavior of silicon dangling bonds. Such a study may open
a new door for dry organic syntheses on silicon surfaces.
Indeed, experimental evidences from temperature-pro-
grammed desorption (TPD) and HREELS showed silicon
dangling-bond-mediated dimerization of furan molecules
on Si(111)-7 × 7.14h

TPD spectra of furan obtained after various initial
exposures of furan at 300 K are displayed in Figure 7a.
Two chemisorption states can be found at 360 K (â1) and
420 K (â2). The population of the â2 state remains very
low even at the saturation exposure. However, the TPD
spectra collected at 110 K are quite different (Figure 7b).
At low exposures, the desorption profiles are identical to

those obtained after exposures at 300 K, with â1 being the
major state. As increasing furan exposure, the population
of the â2 peak grows much faster. Upon saturation, the â2

becomes the dominant feature. This surprising change in
the relative intensities of the â1 and â2 peaks as a function
of adsorption temperatures suggests the formation of a
unique chemisorption state, further confirmed by the
vibrational evidence.

Figure 8a is the HREELS spectrum taken after exposing
furan to Si(111)-7 × 7 at 300 K. Two separate vibrational
features at 2886 cm-1 (sp3 CsH) and 3080 cm-1 (sp2

CsH) indicate the rehybridization in the chemisorbed
furan. The overall features in Figure 8a are in good agree-
ment with a [4 + 2]-like adduct assigned to the predomi-
nant â1 state at 300 K. Figure 8c shows the combined
vibrational features contributed from the â1 and â2 states
but without physisorbed molecules. Three vibrational
features at 3070, 2956, and 2880 cm-1 of CsH stretching
modes can be resolved. Compared to the spectrum ob-
tained by adsorbing molecules at 300 K (Figure 8a), in
which the â1 state predominates, it is concluded that the
additional weak feature at 2956 cm-1 arises from the â2

state.

When the sample exposed to 1.20 L of furan at
110-360 K is progressively annealed, only the â2 state of
chemisorbed furan is retained on Si(111)-7 × 7 (Figure
8d). The presence of the sp3 CsH stretching peaks at both
2956 and 2880 cm-1 suggests the existence of two types
of sp3-hybridized carbon atoms in the more strongly
bonded â2 state.

According to the stepwise di-radical mechanism, the
initial molecular adsorption leads to the formation of a
mono-σ-bonded surface complex (Figure 9) involving a
linkage between the electron-rich R-carbon atom in furan
and the electron-deficient Si adatom site. At room tem-
perature, the radical-like precursor state readily reacts
with a nearby rest atom, leading to the predominant
formation of the â1 state corresponding to a [4 + 2]-like
adduct. However, at 110 K, the mono-σ-bonded pre-
cursor state is thermally stabilized and a high popu-
lation of this state can be built up on the surface. Two
mono-σ-bonded species resting on two adjacent adatoms
can readily recombine to form a new CsC bond. This
recombinative reaction leads to the formation of a co-
valently CsC-linked, dimer-like furan adsorption com-
plex through CRsCR coupling (Figure 9). In the di-
merized complex (â2), the chemical environment of the
two CsC-linked R-carbon atoms is clearly different from
that of carbon atoms directly bonded to the silicon atoms,
resulting in two resolvable Csp3sH stretching peaks at 2956
and 2880 cm-1.

Influence of Substitution Groups on Reaction
Mechanisms of Aromatic Systems
As is well-known, the external functionalities of substituted
aromatic systems can significantly affect the electronic and
chemical properties of aromatic systems through both
inductive and resonance effects. Thus, investigating the

FIGURE 10. Vibrational spectra of physisorbed and chemisorbed
styrene-R,R,â-d3 and phenylacetylene-R-d1 on Si(111)-7 × 7.
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influence of substitution functionality on the selectivity
and reactivity of aromatic molecules can mechanistically
direct chemical reactions to take place at a specific moiety
of the molecular system.14i

Styrene is a representative π-conjugated phenyl-
substituted molecule. It may covalently bond to Si(111)-7
× 7 through four types of binding modes including
addition reactions occurring at (i) one CdC bond of the
phenyl ring, (ii) the external CdC bond, (iii) two conju-
gated CdC bonds of the phenyl ring, and (iv) both external
CdC and its neighboring CdC of the phenyl ring.

In Figure 10, the peak at 2306 cm-1 (Csp2sD of dCRD2

group) observed for physisorbed styrene-R,R,â-d3 disap-
pears upon chemisorption. This is accompanied by the
appearance of a resolvable peak around 2886 cm-1 at-
tributed to Csp3sH stretching, clearly showing the rehy-
bridization of one or more carbon atoms of the phenyl

ring from sp2 to sp3. These results support that styrene
covalently binds to Si(111)-7 × 7 through the [4 + 2]-like
addition involving both the ethenyl group and its neigh-
boring CdC of the phenyl ring, producing a 5-ethylidene-
1,3-cyclohexadiene-like species, well consistent with DFT
calculations.

Replacing the substitution group of CdC by a CtC
converts the molecule from styrene into phenylacetylene.
Similar to styrene, it has four possible reaction channels.
For chemisorbed phenylacetylene-R-d1 (Figure 10), the
vibrational features of (1) the disappearance of both
CspsD and CtC stretching modes, (2) the absence of
Csp3sH stretching, and (3) the preservation of character-
istic vibrational modes of the mono-substituted phenyl
ring unambiguously exclude the possibilities of attach-
ment other than the formation of the styrene-like product
(Figure 11b), confirmed by DFT prediction.

FIGURE 11. Schematic presentation for the adducts of styrene (a) and phenylacetylene (b) on Si(111)-7 × 7 through [4 + 2]-like and [2 +
2]-like addition mechanisms, respectively.

FIGURE 12. Vibrational spectra of physisorbed (a) and chemisorbed (b) pyrrole on Si(111)-7 × 7. (c) STM images of the unoccupied state for
low-exposure pyrrole molecules on Si(111)-7 × 7 at a sample bias of 1.47 V. (d) Unoccupied state image at a sample bias of +3.2 V, corresponding
to the formation of a chainlike nanostructure of pyrrole.
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Studies on the covalent attachment of benzene on
Si(111)-7 × 7 revealed that benzene bonds to the adjacent
adatom and rest-atom pair involving two conjugated
unsaturated bonds.14e For styrene, there are three possible
addition pathways involving two conjugated CdC bonds.
Among them, only the reaction via both the external
CdC and its conjugated CdC of the phenyl ring can form
a product containing three cumulative conjugated CdC
bonds (Figure 11a), which was theoretically expected to
have a lower energy than the other adducts. In the case
of phenylacetylene, the di-σ bonding through [2 + 2]-like
addition at the CtC produces a highly conjugated styrene-
like structure with the lowest energy. In addition, the
higher reactivity of CtC than CdC in electrophilic addi-
tion also contributes to the preferred [2 + 2]-like addition
at CtC of phenylacetylene. Indeed, a similar reaction
channel to phenylacetylene was also observed for ben-
zonitrile on Si(111)-7 × 7.14j

Competition of Dissociative Reaction with
Associative [4 + 2]-like and/or [2 + 2]-like
Additions in Unsaturated Molecules
When pyrrole is compared to other aromatic molecules,
including benzene, pyridine, thiophene, and furan, pyrrole
has a hydrogen-terminated nitrogen, suggesting the pos-
sible competition of dissociative reaction at NsH with [4
+ 2] and/or [2 + 2]-like addition. The attachment chem-

istry of pyrrole on Si(111)-7 × 7 was investigated to
understand the competition and selectivity between these
two possible reaction mechanisms.14k

From the spectrum of chemisorbed pyrrole (Figure
12b), it is evident that the NsH stretching at 3384 cm-1

observed for the physisorbed molecule is absent, consis-
tent with the observation of SisN bending and stretching
at 370 and 540 cm-1 and SisH stretching at 2082 cm-1.
These vibration features demonstrate that pyrrole chemi-
sorbs dissociatively on Si(111)-7 × 7 with the NsH bond
cleavage.

DFT calculations showed that the dissociative product
has a higher binding energy by 24-31 kcal mol-1 than the
2,5-dihydropyrrole-like adduct formed via a [4 + 2]-like
addition. This result is rather reasonable if one considers
the retention of aromaticity in the dissociative channel
in contrast to the breakage of aromaticity in the [4 +
2]-like addition. Furthermore, the calculation results also
suggested that pyrrolyl binding at an adatom (Figure 13a)
is sterically more favorable than attaching pyrrolyl to a
lower-lying rest atom, where the ring may experience
some repulsive interaction with the neighboring adatoms.

The specific chemisorption geometry was investigated
with STM. Figure 12c presents a topographic image of
unoccupied states of Si(111)-7 × 7 after a low exposure
of pyrrole. As shown with a green-line box, the 7 × 7 re-
construction is still preserved upon chemisorption. How-

FIGURE 13. Scheme of dissoicated products of pyrrole (a) and [4 + 2]-like adduct (b) and [2 + 2]-like adduct (c) of N-methylpyrrole on
Si(111)-7 × 7.
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ever, the chemical attachment of pyrrole molecules causes
some adatoms labeled with arrows to become dim, attrib-
utable to the consumption of their dangling bonds by
covalent bonding with adsorbates. It is known that the H
atom binding to an adatom of Si(111)-7 × 7 gives a distinct
STM feature, appearing like a missing adatom.30a Thus,
the dim but still visible adatom sites observed upon pyr-
role chemisorption can be attributed to the binding of
pyrrolyl radicals. This also implies the binding of H atoms
to rest atoms adjacent to the dim adatoms, supported by
the analyses of line profiles of the image in Figure 12c.14k

This is consistent with the previous STM study30b and DFT
calculation,30c which showed that H atoms passivate
preferentially the rest-atom sites because of the higher
binding energy by 0.2 eV than that of the adatoms.

The chainlike or cluster features of adsorbed pyrrolyl
were clearly observed in the empty-state image (Figure
12d), possibly attributed to the existence of an attractive
interaction between the adsorbed pyrrolyl rings and the
incoming gaseous pyrrole molecules. The greater contri-

bution of unoccupied molecular orbitals at high sample
bias such as +3.2 V possibly results in the bright spots of
chemisorbed pyrrolyl on Si(111)-7 × 7.

The dissociative nature of pyrrole adsorption demon-
strates that the NsH group is more reactive than the
aromatic ring, forming a pyrrolyl-like skeleton. However,
replacing the N-bonded H atom by methyl in N-meth-
ylpyrrole can alter its reaction pathway.14l Experimental
evidence showed that N-methylpyrrole covalently binds
to Si(111)-7 × 7 through both [4 + 2]-like and [2 + 2]-like
additions (parts b and c of Figure 13). Thus, the selectivity
of reaction channels for pyrrole and N-methylpyrrole
demonstrates the possibility of switching reactions into
the desired channel by slightly modifying molecular
structures.

Formation of Dative Bond at the Organic/
Semiconductor Interface
The largely uneven distribution of electron density at
adatoms and rest atoms makes them possibly function

FIGURE 14. (a) N 1s binding energy for pyridine on Si(111)-7 × 7 as a function of the exposure at 110 K. (b) N 1s binding energy for pyridine
on Si(111)-7 × 7 as a function of the temperature. (c) Schematic structure for state A. (d) Schematic structure for state B.
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respectively as electron acceptors and donors to form
dative bonds with molecules. Recent study showed that
trimethylamine can form a dative bond with this surface.31

Pyridine with the lone-pair electrons at its N atom not
directly involved in aromatic π conjugation can also serve
as an electron donor to form a dative bond with the
electron-deficient adatom.14m

Two photoemission features of pyridine on Si(111)-7
× 7 at 110 K can be clearly resolved at 401.8 eV (state A)
and 398.8 eV (state B) at exposures of e0.50 L in Fig-
ure 14a. The increase of exposure leads to the appear-
ance of an N 1s peak at 400.0 eV, attributable to phys-
isorbed molecules. When pyridine/Si(111)-7 × 7 is an-
nealed to 240 K, two peaks at 398.8 and 401.8 eV are
preserved, further confirming the chemisorption nature
of states A and B.

For state A, its N 1s core level of 401.8 eV is ∼3.0 and
1.8 eV higher than those of state B and physisorbed
pyridine, respectively. This unusually high binding energy
is comparable to 401.6 eV of [(CH3)4N]+Br-.32 It is reason-
able to conclude that state A possibly results from the
significant electron transfer from the N atom of pyridine
to the surface Si atom through the formation of a N f Si
dative bond.

In Figure 14b, the increase of temperature results in
the decrease in the intensity at 401.8 eV but some growth
of the 398.8 eV peak, suggesting that state A possibly
converts into B with increasing temperature. This conver-
sion possibly originates from the weakening of pyridine
aromaticity because of the electron transfer from the N
to Si atom and the availability of a radical-like rest atom
at a suitable distance. The vibrational studies of pyridine-
2-d1 showed that state B is a [4 + 2]-like adduct bonded
to the surface via both SisN1 and SisC4 σ linkages. Parts
c and d of Figure 14 schematically present the structures
of states A and B. The formation of a dative bond provides
an alternative strategy for attaching organic molecules to
Si(111)-7 × 7.

Summary
These systematic studies demonstrated that organic func-
tionalities can be chemically attached onto Si(111)-7 × 7
through various reaction mechanisms including [2 +
2]-like and [4 + 2]-like additions, dative bonding, and
dissociative reaction. The resulting organic monolayers on
silicon surfaces containing reactive functionalities can be
employed as templates to develop molecular architectures,
as well as for further organic modification and function-
alization of the silicon surface. When desirable functional
molecules are chosen, chirality, molecular recognition,
biosensitivity, conductivity, or nonlinear optical properties
are expected to be incorporated into silicon-based devices
and materials.
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